CROWN BRIDGE IMPLANT

METAL FREE
I Want a:
- Crown
- Bridge
- Veneer
- Maryland
- Inlay / Onlay
Make It Using:
- Zirconia
- E.Max
- Composite
- Let the Lab Choose

METAL BONDED
I Want a:
- Crown
- Bridge
- Maryland

ALL METAL
I Want a:
Make It Using:
- Shell Crown
- Inlay / Onlay
- Post Core
- 60% Gold
- 33% Gold
- Silver - Colour

IMPLANT
I Want an Implant Stent.
I Want an Abutment.
Make it using:
- Metal
- Zirconia

I Want a:
- Crown
- Bridge
- Screw - Retained
- Cement - Retained

OTHER STUFF
- Diagnostic Wax Up
- Study Models
- Bleaching Tray

ANYTHING ELSE YOU NEED?

Dentist..........................................................
Patient......................................................
Date Sent...................................................
Date Required...........................................

Shade
Patient will come to lab for shade taking. [ ]

£

In accordance with the medical device directive this is a custom made appliance for the sole use of the named patient. This appliance is not sterile. This work is signed off by a GDC Registered Technician.